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A B S T R A C T

Steganalysis is an interesting classification problem to discriminate the

images, including hidden messages from the clean ones. There are many

methods, including deep CNN networks, to extract fine features for this

classification task. Also, some researches have been conducted to improve the

final classifier. Some state-of-the-art methods use ensemble of networks by a

voting strategy to achieve more stable performance. In this paper, a selection

phase is proposed to filter improper networks before any voting. This filtering

is done by a binary relevance multi-label classification approach. Xu-Net and

ResT-Net, the most famous state-of-the-art Steganalysis ensemble models, are

considered as the base networks for feature extraction. The Logistic Regression

(LR) is chosen here as the last layer of the networks for classification. One

large-margin Fisher’s linear discriminant (FLD) classifier is trained for each

one of the networks to measure its suitability in classifying the query image.

The proposed method with different approaches is applied on the BOSSbase

dataset and compared to traditional voting and some state-of-the-art related

ensemble techniques. The results show significant accuracy improvement of

the proposed method in comparison with others.

c© 2020 ISC. All rights reserved.

1 Introduction

Digital steganography is the technique of hiding a
secret message into a media file as the cover, such

as image, sound, and video. Contrarily, Steganalysis
is the process of discovering if a cover has a hidden
message. In other words, it reveals the presence of
secret messages embedded in the covers. Nowadays,
images are used on the worldwide web, storage, and
communications more than other media. This is why;
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image steganalysis and steganography attract much
interest in the field of information security.

Steganalysis is usually modeled as a binary classifi-
cation model to classify an image as a clean image
(cover) or an image with a secret message (stego). Fea-
ture engineering consisting of generation, selection,
and extraction is an important task in Steganalysis[1].
Traditional feature-based methods, Spatial Rich
Model (SRM) [2] and its selection-channel awareness
version [3], provide various hand-crafted features to
be used by a binary classifier. Instead of using a
single classifier, Ensemble Classifiers (EC) [4] can
look at the problem from different perspectives and
achieve better performance. The huge datasets with
the more complicated instances raised more robust
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methods to analyze them. Deep neural networks (e.g.,
CNN) can handle huge data with complex instances.
As mentioned in the following, CNNs were mostly
used to analyze covers and detect stego images. These
networks automatically extract features that can
reduce complexity and dimensionality in comparison
to traditional techniques [5].

The most concentrated of recent methods was im-
proving the feature extraction with less focus on im-
proving the classification part. Due to using the mer-
its of features extracted from different viewpoints,
some of these methods used more than one network
[6–8]. As the final phase, the reasoning is done based
on a majority-vote strategy on the classification re-
sults of the networks. In most of the recent models,
all the networks have a similar contribution to the
final prediction. A new method has recently been
proposed for weighting these models to improve the
classification accuracy on the training set [9]. This
approach is called weighted-vote reasoning. Although
this weighting could improve the performance, the
weights were fixed regardless of the observed cover
image. In other words, the weights assign a global
degree of trust to each model and do not determine
the suitability of the models for each image.

The main supportive idea of this paper is that each
network may be converged to extract suitable features
for specific regions of data space. Hence, each image
is desired to be correctly classified by proper classi-
fiers of the associated region. The proposed method
aims to increase the detection accuracy of steganog-
raphy by selecting proper classifiers for each image.
In other words, some fast post-processing technique
on the trained classifiers is proposed to choose the
best ones for classifying the query image. Then, a
simple majority-vote or a weighted-vote may be used
as the reasoning method for just the selected clas-
sifiers to predict the class label. Two experimental
results on two state-of-the-art ensemble Steganalysis
(Xu-Net and ResT-Net) showed that the proposed
method makes the model more general and improves
detection accuracy.

This paper is organized as follows. Related work
is presented in Section 2. Section 3 is dedicated to
explaining the proposed method. Experimental results
are reported in Section 4, and the paper is finally
concluded in Section 5.

2 Related Work

Recently, several steganalysis methods has been pro-
posed based on Deep Learning methods. These meth-
ods use convolutional neural networks (CNN) in par-
ticular. Compared to traditional methods that manu-
ally extract features, CNN-based Steganalysis meth-

ods automatically extract features. Tan and Li [10]
introduced a stacked convolutional auto-encoder to
detect any secret messages in stego. Qian et al. [11]
proposed a CNN-based steganalysis called Qian-Net.
They designed five convolutional groups; each con-
tains a convolutional layer, Gaussian activation func-
tion and average pooling. Also, a fixed 5×5 high pass
filter, called KV filter, was used as the preprocessing
layer. Further, Qian et al. [12] proved transfer learn-
ing is useful for CNN-based Steganalysis to detect
stego at low payloads.

Xu et al. [6] proposed an effective and powerful
CNN with five convolutional layers and average pool-
ing groups called Xu-Net. Xu-Net is a well-known
CNN that is considered as the base model for recent
CNN-based steganalyzers [7–9, 13]. More details of
Xu-Net are explained in Section 2.1. Xu et al. [7] also
introduced an ensemble model based on Xu-Net to
achieve better accuracy. Wu et al. then proposed a
CNN model based on residual learning and reduced
detection error rates when cover images and stego im-
ages are paired [14, 15]. Ye et al. [16] used Truncation
Linear Unit (TLU) as an activation function in the
design of CNN-based models. Ye-Net surpassed the
classic SRM on resampled and cropped images with
selection channel awareness and data augmentation.

Yedroudj et al. [13] introduced a combined network
based on Xu-Net and Ye-Net, with 30 high pass filters
based on SRM filters as a preprocessing layer, and
ReLU activation function in the layers. They also
incorporate TLU in their CNN (like Ye-Net) in the
first layers and used five convolutional layers, batch
normalization, and ABS layer (like Xu-Net). Li et
al. [8] introduced CNN-based Steganalysis based on
Xu-Net, which is called ResT-Net. They proposed
three subnets with different preprocessing steps. The
first subnet applied 6×6 Gabor filters, the second one
applied Linear-SRM filters, and the third one applied
non-linear SRM filters. Then, Rectified Linear Unit
(ReLU), Sigmoid and Hyperbolic Tangent (TanH)
activation functions were used together in some of the
convolutional layers of Xu-Net to build its subnets.
More details of ResT-Net are explained in Section 2.1.

Boroumand et al. [17] proposed a deep residual
architecture to minimize heuristics and externally en-
forced elements usage for both spatial-domain and
JPEG steganography. The key part of that work is to
prevent suppression of the stego signal by expanding
the front part of the detector that ”computes noise
residuals” in which pooling has been disabled. Al-
though an ensemble model based on Xu-Net and Rest-
Net is proposed in this paper, any other steganalysis
model can also be used as the base learner. Besides,
the proposed model is highly related to Binary Rele-
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vance (BR) as a specific technique of multi-label clas-
sification. This section is followed by two subsections
including more related works: Base Learners (Xu-Net
and ResT-Net) and multi-label classification.

2.1 Base Learners (Xu-Net and ResT-Net)

Both Xu-Net and ResT-Net proposed an ensemble
steganalysis, which uses 5 and 3 subnets, respectively.
Xu-Net is a typical framework of feature extraction
by a deep CNN. It applies a fixed high pass filter
(HPF) layer for the preprocessing step to transform
the image into residual noise. Xu-Net consists of five
serial convolutional groups. Each group starts with a
convolutional layer to generate a feature map for each
group. TanH is used in the first and second groups
as a non-linear activation function, but a ReLU is
used in the other groups. Batch Normalization (BN)
is used to prevent falling into a poor local minimum
and learn optimal scales and biases for feature maps.
Also, average pooling is applied as the last layer of
each group, and then the output is fed to a fully
connected layer. At last, a soft-max layer computes
the probability of each class as the classifier.

Xu-Net uses 10000 images with a size of 512×512
from the BOSSbase v1.01 dataset [18]. These im-
ages are divided into 5000 tests and 5000 training in-
stances. Each training or test image is originally clean.
S-UNIWARD [19] and HILL [20], which are spatial
domain content-adaptive algorithms, have been ap-
plied to create stego images. Therefore, each part has
5000 pairs of clean-stego images (totally 10000 train-
ing images). With the same manner, 5000 pairs of
clean-stego test images are generated. In the training
phase, five Xu-Net were learned; each one got 4000
pairs of images for training, and the rest of them
(1000 pairs) were used for validation. In the test (pre-
diction) phase, the outputs of all networks are aver-
aged to classify each test image. In this paper, the
same as Xu-Net, five networks have been trained as
the base learners.

As mentioned before, each subnet of ResT-Net is
based on Xu-Net and contains five groups of layers. Its
main contribution is using three activation functions.
In the second and fourth layers of this work, ReLU,
Sigmoid, and TanH activation functions are used
parallelly and then concatenated results are fed to the
next layer. Each subnet produces 256 features and
classifies the image by using a fully connected and
a soft-max layer. The training of ResT-Net contains
two parts. In the first part, all subnets are trained
with the same data for 1000 epochs. After training
all subnets, the classification part of each subnet is
ignored. In the second part, concatenated results of
the three subnets are fed to another fully connected
layer with 768 input neurons for classification as an

ensemble steganalysis. In the last part, all subnets’
parameters are fixed, and just classification layer
parameters are trained for 50 epochs. In this paper,
only the three subnets are used and trained as the
proposed method’s base learner.

2.2 Multi-Label Classification (MLC)

For a set of labels L, Single-Label classification is the
task of assigning one and only one label to each in-
stance x. If |L| = 2, the learning problem is known
as a binary classification. Totally, in supervised learn-
ing, a model is developed to learn the task of clas-
sification from a set of training labeled instances.
Many machine learning algorithms focus on solving
binary classification problems. Multi-Label Classifica-
tion (MLC) is the task of assigning L(x) ⊆ L to each
instance x. Recently, MLC has got much attention
due to increasing number of interesting applications.

Wu et al. [21] proposed an MLC method called
Binary Relevance (BR) for training a separate binary
classifier for each label. In other words, the problem
was transformed into |L| separate binary classifiers,
each one of which predicts if the instance belongs to
the associated label.

As mentioned, the proposed method selects a sub-
set of networks proper to classify each image. In other
words, a subset of networks (labels) should be as-
signed to each image. This view is the most important
contribution of this paper. Generally, model selection
is considered as a multi-label classification in this
paper.

Figure 1. The proposed steganalysis scheme

3 Proposed Method

In this work, a new ensemble method is proposed to
improve detection accuracy. The important part of
this work is using a selection phase to filter unsuit-
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Figure 2. Number of accepted, correctly predicted instances and accuracy for each base learner (Xu-Net)
in two labeling modes: a) pair mode, b) single mode

Figure 3. a) Number of totally accepted, and b) Number of not-accepted instances, and accuracy based
on the labeling mode

able networks before voting; so a binary relevance
multi-label classification approach is used for filter-
ing. Xu-Net and subnets of ResT-Net are used as the
base learners as two different models in the proposed
method. At first, all the base learners are trained
separately. The first model used five separate Xu-
Nets with different initial weights, and for the second
model, three subnets of ResT-Net with diverse pre-
process steps are used. Then, for each subnet, a Lo-
gistic Regression (LR) is tuned as the last layer of the
network to classify the query image based on the ex-
tracted features. After training all the networks with
their specific conditions, a binary relevance model
should be trained. The classification result of each
subnet on a specific training pair determines the suit-
ability of associated subnet on that instance. Then,
a binary classifier is used to learn the suitability of
each subnet on the training pairs. Fisher Linear Dis-
criminant (FLD) classifier is used, in this paper, as
the binary classifier. In the testing phase, networks
are evaluated on each test image by associated FLDs.
One or more proper networks are picked by the bi-
nary relevance model to vote on the class label of that
image. Based on this evaluation, each network is suit-
able or not for each training image. In a multi-label
approach, L=(N1,N2,. . . ,N5) where, Ni represents
ith network. For each image x, its associated labels
L(x) ⊆ L, determine which networks are successful

to correctly classify the image. In other words, as-
sume y (x) and N i (x) ∈ {clean, stego} are the cor-
rect class and the predicted class of Ni for the image
x, respectively. Then, the labeling is done as shown
in Equation 1.

Ni ∈ L (x)⇔ Ni (x) = y(x) (1)

In order to make difference, y(x) is called from now on
steganalysis class label and L(x) is called the virtual
labelsṪhe labeling strategy presented in Equation 1
is called Single-Mode where, each image is labeled
separately. Assume, xc and xs are paired clean and
stego versions of an image (i.e. y (xc) = clean and
y (xs) = stego). In another labeling strategy called
Pair-Mode, a network is proper if it can correctly
classify both clean and stego images of a pair as shown
in Equation 2.

L (xc) = L (xs) & Ni ∈ L (xc)⇔
Ni (xc) = clean & Ni (xs) = stego

(2)

Finally, this multi-label classification is solved by the
explained BR model. In other words, after labeling
the training images based on Single-Mode or Pair-
Mode, an FLD classifier is trained for each virtual
label (network) on all the training pairs. This FLD
evaluates whether this network is suitable for the
given image or not. The proposed architecture is
shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 4. Number of accepted, correctly predicted instances and accuracy for each base learner (ResT-

Net) in two labeling mode: a) pair mode, b) single mode

Figure 5. a) Number of totally accepted, and b) Number of not-accepted instances, and accuracy based
on the labeling mode

As mentioned, each CNN-based Steganalysis con-
sists of two essential parts: feature extraction and
classification. Basically, the output of the feature ex-
traction part of ith steganalyzer (which are Xu-Net
or ResT-Net subnets in this paper) is given to two
classifiers: LRi, which is the classification part of
ith steganalyzer, and FLDi, which is the correspond-
ing base classifier of BR model. The former aims to
predict the steganalysis label of the input image. The
latter predicts whether LRi can correctly classify the
image. Suppose the second classifier can perfectly de-
tect the error of the first one. In this case, the correct
steganalysis label can always be predicted by toggling
the first output in the case of having an error.

The reader may think that, both of these classifiers
take similar features. Why should FLDi generate
additional information rather than LRi? The differ-
ence is laid on that FLDi uses two outputs, ground
truth and the output of LRi to generate the virtual
label whereas LDi just uses the ground truth as the
output. The virtual label can be considered as the
accuracy (complement of error) of the first classifier.
The following scenario may be helpful.

Assume, it is desired to estimate a random variable
z ∼ N

(
z|µ, δ2

)
. Also assume that the estimator is a

simple model that always generates a constant output
z̃. In order to minimize the squared error, the best
output of the estimator is the expected value of z (i.e.
z̃ = µ). Then, the squared error of the estimation

is itself a random variable e = (z − µ)
2
. A second

estimator tries to estimate e by a constant value ẽ.
With the same reasoning, ẽ should be the expected
value of e equal to the variance of z as shown in
Equation 3.

ẽ = Ee (e) = Ez

(
(z − µ)2

)
= Ez z

2 − (Ezz)
2 = δ2 (3)

In other words, the second estimator approximates
the uncertainty of the first one. It is trivial that this
estimated values µ and δ2 have independent informa-
tion. For distributions with large variance, the second
estimator determines a large uncertainty on the esti-
mation of the first one, such that the user may prefer
to ignore it. With the same manner, the FLD classi-
fier can be considered as the error estimator of the
LR in the proposed method.

In the prediction phase, each test image is given
to each network. Result features of the network are
independently given to both LR and FLD classifiers.
The FLD classifiers determine the proper networks.
These networks are called Accepted networks for that
image. Also, that image is denoted by the Accepted
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instance for those networks. Most of the images have
at least one Accepted network. Such images are called
Totally Accepted images and others are denoted by
Totally Not-accepted ones.

Based on the results, there are two strategies for
reasoning: Only-Accepted and All-Nets. In the Only-
Accepted strategy, just the Accepted networks of
input image x are used for classification. The output
of the LR classifiers associated with these networks
votes to determine the final steganalysis label. This
voting may be Majority voting or Weighted voting. In
the former reasoning, the major class label is selected,
and all Accepted networks have the same weights in
the prediction. In Weighted voting, the absolute value
of the output of LR classifiers is chosen as the weight
of that network. Then , the label with maximum
accumulated weight is assigned to the image.

In the All-Nets strategy, the Not-accepted networks
also contribute to the voting but by toggling their
predictions. This strategy is based on assuming that
a non-selected network misclassifies the image. This
assumption is incorrect if the training has been done
in Pair-Mode. For example, assume a network Ni

classifies both xc and xs as clean. Then, Ni is labeled
as improper for xc where it is really proper. This is
why; All-Net strategy is just used after Single-Mode
training.

In the case of the Only-Accepted strategy, there
may be no network selected for an image (Totally Not-
accepted instances). In this situation, two reasoning
methods are proposed: Direct and Toggling. In the
former, all networks contribute to voting. In the latter
approach, all networks are also used but with toggled
predictions (i.e., the same as All-Net strategy for these
instances). With the same reasoning, the Toggling
method is not used in Pair-Mode.

4 Experiments

The BOSSbase v1.01 dataset consisting of 10,000 gray-
scale images of size 512×512 is used in this paper
for evaluation. For the first experiment, five Xu-Net
models are trained and used as the base learners of the
proposed method. Then, three subnets of Rest-Net
are trained for the second experiment. The proposed
method is evaluated on clean images and associated
stego versions generated by S-UNIWARD with 0.4
bits per pixel (bpp) payload. Half of the data, 5000
pairs of stego and clean images, are randomly chosen
and are used for training, and the rest is used for
evaluation.

For training Xu-Nets, training data is divided into
5 folds. Each fold is once left out as the validation,
and the remained 4000 pairs are used to train one of
the CNNs. Hyperparameters are set the same as Xu-

Net. The networks are trained for 960 epochs with
batch size 64, and the learning rate is set to 0.001 and
is scheduled to decrease by 0.9 after every 5000 steps.
For training ResT-Net subnets, 4000 pairs of images
were selected as the training data and 1000 pairs used
as the validation data. Subnets are trained with the
same hyperparameters as the ResT-Net. All subnets
are trained for 1000 epochs with batch size 40. The
learning rate is set to 0.001, and the learning decay
is set to 90% every 5000 training steps. All models
are implemented in PyTorch. All the experiments are
done using the Tesla K80 graphic card on Google
Colab.

Training the proposed BR for network selection is
done in both Single-Mode and Pair-Mode. Five FLDs
are trained for five Xu-Nets and three other FLDs
are trained for corresponding subnets of ResT-Net.
All the test images are given to the networks, LRs,
and corresponding FLDs classifiers with different pro-
posed evaluation strategies. Only-Accepted and All-
Nets strategy are used for reasoning. For the instances
with no selected network in Only-Accepted strategy,
Direct or Toggled reasonings may be used. After de-
termining the networks and associated predictions in
the voting, two voting methods, weighted-vote and
majority-vote are applied.

At first, the proposed selection networks method
is checked out. Figure 2 shows the details of five Xu-
Nets results. It represents the number of accepted
instances, the number of correctly classified instances,
and base learner’s accuracy separately. This report is
provided for both labeling modes. In Pair-Mode, the
FLD learns to accept a smaller set of instances, just
the pairs that are correctly classified by the LR. As
expected in the testing phase, the number of accepted
instances is also less in Pair-Mode in comparison
with the Single-Mode. However, the accuracy of Pair-
Mode on the accepted instances is higher than Single-
Mode (i.e., more Precision and less Recall). In both
labeling modes, the accuracy of networks is improved
compared to the base models.

Figure 3 represents more details of Xu-Net results
with a general outlook. These charts present the num-
ber of Totally accepted and Totally not-accepted in-
stances and the number of correctly predicted in-
stances to analyze the results in two labeling modes
(Pair-Mode and Single-Mode). As expected, the num-
ber of totally accepted and correctly predicted in-
stances in Pair-Mode are less than ones in Single-
Mode. Although, the accuracy of Pair-Mode, on both
Totally accepted instances and Totally not-accepted
ones, is higher than Single-Mode, the overall accuracy
of Single-Mode is higher. In other words, Pair-Mode
has a better prediction (but) in a smaller set of in-
stances. As shown, in Pair-Mode, more than 1/3 of in-
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Table 1. Result of different proposed strategy with two voting

method in case of using Xu-Net as base learner

Model Accuracy

Labeling-Mode Reasoning-Method Majority-Vote Weighted-Vote

Pair Only-Accepted Direct 78.01 78.49

Single Only-Accepted Direct 78.33 78.78

Single All Nets 78.88 79.25

Single Only-Accepted Toggling 78.56 79.07

Table 2. Result of different proposed strategy with two voting

method in case of using subnets of ResT-Net as base learner

Model Accuracy

Labeling-Mode Reasoning-Method Majority-Vote Weighted-Vote

Pair Only-Accepted Direct 81.67 81.63

Single Only-Accepted Direct 81.74 81.75

Single All-Nets 81.13 81.13

Single Only-Accepted Toggling 81.31 81.32

Table 3. Comparison of proposed method with Xu-Net [6],
Abazar method [9] and ResT-Net [8]

Model Accuracy

(Single, Only-Accepted, All-Nets) (Weighted Vote) Xu-Net 79.25

Xu-Net [6] 78.16

Weighted Ensemble(Weighted-Vote) [9] 78.04

Weighted Ensemble(Single-Winner) [9] 78.2

(Single,Only-Accepted,All-Direct)(Weighted-Vote)ResT-Net 81.75

ResT-Net[8] 81.46

stances cannot use the FLD information such that it
cannot outperform Xu-Net without weighted-voting.

Details of each base learner are investigated in
Figure 4, the same as Figure 2, but in this case,
base learners are ResT-Net. Subnets of Rest-Net are
stronger than Xu-Net, according to their accuracies
individually. Also, the subnets of ResT-Net are wider
and have more parameters than Xu-Net. Each sub-
net of ResT-Net accepts more instances than Xu-
Net, and also predicts more instances truly. Figure 5,
like Figure 3, shows the number of totally accepted
and Totally not-accepted instances in Pair-Mode and
Single-Mode for subnets of ResT-Net in the proposed
method. In this figure, the number of totally accepted
instances that are accepted by at least one network
is more than Xu-Net. In short, according to Figures
2, 3, 4, 5, Rest-Net base learners are stronger than
Xu-Net base learners and have higher accuracies.

The final experimental results of the proposed
method are shown in Table 1 and Table 2. In these
results, Xu-Net and Rest-Net are used as the base
learners of the ensemble method. In addition, the pro-
posed model selection methods are applied to achieve
the final prediction. Table 3 compares the results
of the proposed method with the base methods, as
the most famous state-of-the-art Steganalysis and re-
cently weighted voting methods presented in [9]. Xu-
Net uses a simple average function for the ensemble

of five networks. ResT-Net trains a fully connected
layer to ensemble three subnets. In [9] method, the
networks have an input-independent weight in rea-
soning and the result is achieved by both weighted
vote and Single-Winner methods. Based on Table 1,
toggling the prediction of Not-accepted networks sig-
nificantly affects the classification accuracy. For the
Only-Accepted strategy, toggling is used only for To-
tally Not-accepted instances in the 4th row. However,
in the All-Nets strategy, classification of all the im-
ages is done by toggling for the unselected networks.
As can be seen, these two methods have maximum
accuracy. Unlike Table 1, Table 2 shows that toggling
the prediction of Not-Accepted networks does not im-
prove the classification accuracy and Only-Accepted
Direct strategy in both Pair and Single-mode achieves
better results. The base learners of this experiment
were strong individually. It may be the main reason
that, the toggling does not correct the prediction
and degrades the results. As a rule, weak learners
have a better improvement for ensemble than strong
learners. Hence, building the ensemble method using
Xu-Net as the base learner has better growth than
Rest-Net respect to associated base models. Table 3
compares the results of the proposed method with
other methods. The best results of Table 1 and Ta-
ble 2 are collected and shown in Table 3, although
some other results of these Tables were also better
than the base models. As a final result, the proposed
ensemble method based on the model selection, could
improve both base learners Xu-Net and Rest-Net. To-
tally however, Rest-Net achieves a better result due
to its structure and strong base learners.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, inspired by multi-label classification, a
new ensemble steganalysis has been proposed using
an FLD classifier as the final layer to select the proper
base learners per image. Two training modes, Pair
and Single have been introduced with some reasoning
strategies. Each of these approaches may use major-
voting or weighted-voting. The results show that, in
the case of using Xu-Net as the base learners, the en-
semble model usually has better performance than the
base models. In using ResT-Net subnets, most of the
strategies achieve better results than the base model.
In the future, these techniques can be applied to other
state-of-the-art base learners. Weighted-voting with
adaptive weights can be extended to reasoning strate-
gies. Other binary classifiers or even other multi-label
classification systems can also be used.
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